Jared

steely
Jared: can't carry a tune in a bucket (?)
Jared's combat experience served us well.
Jared

You could imagine him...
Jared

"We have to strike. We can't let Anaconda walk right over us."

Homestead
H. Anderson
show Jared as a music lover, although he can't carry a tune?

--this would buttress the reason for the work song.
Jared

You could imagine him, from the times of Caesar's centurions on, as...

His battlefield commission had come after the war (in Butte struggle)
When Jared had his mind set on something,
There is more than one kind of hired gun.

Jared: If they'd give us the money (in negotiations) they must be paying him...
Jared

"They may sing it over our graves."
Barbara Harper remembers her and Carol's Aunt Bessie doing a military skip-step (as I did in AF marching) to get in step w/ her as they walked along the street when Barbara was young.

--give this trait to Wes? @ WWI cemetery?

have TR do w/ Wes?
Jared

"When push comes to shove..."
"We have the vote. Now if we only had the White House, Congress, the Army, Standard Oil... we might do something."
Jared refers to Wes putting $ into the Thunder; it makes Morrie think of TR, political noblesse oblige...?
Jared refers to political dealing in Helena.
Even as a schoolgirl, she had pounce like a puma.
"How is the political life treating you?"

... "A little too well."

a possible governor
Damn these collars. (stiff celluloid)

Morrie: At least it's not made of copper, remember.

Anything is. Good point.

Write new copper collar issue?